Structural organization and developmental expression pattern of the mouse WD-repeat gene DMR-N9 immediately upstream of the myotonic dystrophy locus.
The diverse biological consequences of size-expansion of the unstable (CTG)n repeat in the myotonic dystrophy protein kinase (DM-PK) gene at chromosome region 19q13.3, are still poorly understood. Abnormal (CTG)n length may affect either DM-PK mRNA fate or function, or alternatively, compromise gene transcription by distortion of chromatin configuration. In the latter model involvement of neighbouring genes in DM upon extreme expansion of the repeat cannot be discarded as a possibility and should be studied further. Here we report on the elucidation of the complete genomic structure and expression pattern of the mouse DMR-N9 gene (called 59 gene in humans), which is at 1.1 kbp upstream of the DM-PK gene. This gene contains five exons spanning 7 kbp and codes for a protein of 650 amino acids. Two regions of the predicted protein show significant homology to WD repeats, highly conserved amino acid sequences found in a family of proteins engaged in signal transduction or cell regulatory functions. The start site of transcription has been determined and we have identified putative transcription factor binding sequences in a 400 bp putative promoter area immediately upstream of the transcribed unit. Northern blotting analysis and RNA in situ hybridization revealed ubiquitous low expression in all tissues of the mouse embryo and enhanced expression in adult brain and testis. The onset of transcription is phased early in mouse embryogenesis, before or at day 9.5 of gestation. From day 14.5 onwards DMR-N9 mRNAs were detected in all neural tissues, especially in the telencephalon and mesencephalon. Later, mRNA presence is evident in distinct tubules of the mature testis, restricted to secondary spermatocytes of stages VIII to XII of the spermatogenic proliferation cycle. We conclude that the DMR-N9 gene is a candidate for being involved in the manifestation of mental and testicular symptoms in severe cases of DM.